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“Yes, master!” Xia Qing said immediately. 

There were hundreds of Cordyceps, so Xia ruofei naturally wouldn’t stay here stupidly and wait. Anyway, 

Xia Qing would be more professional than him in handling such work. So after Xia ruofei assigned the 

task to Xia Qing, he left the medium with a thought. 

He went to the bathroom and took a quick shower. He changed into a fresh set of short – sleeved casual 

clothes and went downstairs to eat in his slippers. 

After Lin Qiao filled in her application form, her work at school was done. All that was left was to wait 

for the letter of admission. With her grades, she was almost certain to be admitted to Heron Island 

University. Therefore, she continued to intern at Xia ruofei’s company as a way to gain some work 

experience in advance. 

When Xia ruofei went downstairs, Lin Qiao had just returned from the company’s general office 

building. Although she was only interning in the company and the employees all knew that she was the 

boss’s sister and took good care of her, she still followed the working hours consciously. She even 

bought two sets of professional clothes for work, making her look more formal. 

Xia ruofei saw Lin Qiao, who was wearing a business suit and changing into slippers, and couldn’t help 

but smile.””Not bad, not bad. Qiao’ er is becoming more and more like a white – collar worker ...” 

Lin Qiao rolled her eyes at Xia ruofei and said,”Brother ruofei, you’re making fun of me again ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”I’m complimenting you!” How’s work been?” 

“It’s pretty good! Everyone’s been taking good care of me!” Lin Qiao said happily,”recently, I’ve been 

busy with the renovation of the online store with my two masters. We designed all the elements of the 

website ourselves! I’m sure you’ll be impressed!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and replied,”yes!” I have confidence in my sister ...” 

Lin Qiao said with embarrassment,”Actually, I’m just an assistant! The main work was done by the 

Masters. Brother ruofei, you have to give them a bonus after this job is done! My two masters are very 

serious people. They didn’t download any ready – made templates. They wrote thousands of lines of 

code themselves and designed every web page element!” 

Xia ruofei patted Lin Qiao’s head affectionately and said,””Okay, okay, okay. When the time comes, I’ll 

not only give them a red packet, but also give you an encouraging red packet!” 

At this moment, Hu Zi’s mother walked out with a dish and said,””Qiao’ er, why are you pestering your 

brother to talk the moment you come back? Why aren’t you changing your clothes, washing your hands, 

and eating?” 

“Oh! “Got it ...” Lin Qiao stuck out her tongue playfully and ran back to her room. 



After a while, Lin Qiao also changed into her home clothes and came out. Xia ruofei helped Hu Zi’s 

mother bring out the dishes, and the family sat around the table and ate dinner happily. 

After dinner, Xia ruofei accompanied Lin Qiao to play with Blackie and lightning for a while before going 

back to his room. 

After he locked the door and windows, he took out the spirit map scroll from his palm and entered the 

space. 
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Due to the time flow being 30 times faster, Xia Qing, who was in the Archean realm, had already 

completed the work assigned by Xia ruofei. She was currently busy at the Da Hong Pao tea tree not far 

away. 

When he saw Xia ruofei enter the medium, he immediately stopped what he was doing and walked over 

quickly. 

“Master!” Xia Qing called out respectfully. 

“You dug out all the aweto?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing quickly took a small plastic tidying box from the side and handed it to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei took it and saw that it was full of yellow – Brown wormgrass. The head of each wormgrass was 

connected to a small dark purple grass head. If someone with trypophobia or a natural fear of insects 

saw so many wormgrass placed together, they would probably feel numb in their hearts. 

However, this little thing that looked a little scary was actually a precious medicinal herb that was worth 

cities. 

Xia ruofei took a quick look and found that the wormgrass was of uniform size, similar to the first one 

Xia Qing dug out before dinner. Each one was much bigger than the level 1 grass gersun sold to him last 

time. It was clear that this batch of wormgrass was of high quality. 

“Xia Qing, how many are there in total?” 

“Master, I’ve counted. There are 597 in total.” Xia Qing said respectfully,”I’ve also weighed them. These 

wormgrass weigh about 490 grams in total. It’s just a little short of one catty.” 

Under Xia ruofei’s guidance, Xia Qing had also learned how to use modern precision weighing tools such 

as a scale and an electronic scale. 

Xia ruofei did some quick calculations and said happily,””That is to say, we only need about 1200 

wormgrass of this standard to weigh 1000 grams! It’s indeed a top quality wormgrass!” 

The standard for level one grass was roughly 2000 pieces of worm grass per kilogram. If a single worm 

grass was heavier than this, it would be a special product. 

However, it was already amazing if a special product could reach 1500 wormgrass per kilogram. Xia 

ruofei’s experimental product had reached 1200 wormgrass per kilogram. One or two wormgrass of the 



Supreme quality might appear occasionally, but it was almost impossible to produce them in large 

quantities. 

“Yes, Master.” Xia Qing also happily replied. I took a wormgrass and checked its properties. It’s indeed 

much better than the level – one Nagqu grass you bought last time. The effect of this wormgrass is far 

better than that of ordinary wormgrass!” 
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Xia ruofei nodded and said,”very good. Thank you for your hard work.” Xia Qing, you have to take care 

of the two mu of land in the mountain sea realm as well. I hope that in a few months, we will be able to 

harvest a large amount of this grade of Cordyceps!” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing said immediately. 

Xia ruofei planned to contact Director Lin of Tongren Hall in the next two days and ask him to estimate 

the price of the worms. However, he had to go to song Qiming’s house to treat Song Wei the next day, 

so he decided to put this matter aside for the time being. 

Xia ruofei asked Xia Qing to keep the 500 grams of worm grass first. He thought for a while and 

asked,””By the way, Xia Qing, help me make a batch of medicinal pills with the petals of the spirit Heart 

Flower!” 

“Okay, master. Are there any other requirements besides the petals of the spirit Heart Flower?” Xia Qing 

asked. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”the main ingredients are the petal solution of the spirit Heart 

Flower and honey. Also, we can find a few of the Chinese medicines that are nourishing to a girl’s body. 

We can add them together.” 

Xia ruofei prepared a batch of pills for Song Wei. 

He considered that he used the same medicinal soup every time he treated people, and it was inevitable 

that some speculations would arise if he used it more often. So, he decided to change the form of pills 

this time. 

Of course, it was actually a different soup and not a different medicine. The active ingredient was still 

the petals of the spirit Heart Flower. 

“I understand, master,” Xia Qing said immediately.”How many do you need?” 

Xia ruofei thought for a moment and said,”you can use two Spirit Heart Flower petals!” As for the rest of 

the honey and Chinese medicine, you can decide the ratio. In the end, you just need to make about 50 

pills. ” 

“Yes, master, I’ll start now!” Xia Qing said. 

Xia ruofei nodded. He walked around the medium and left. 

…… 



The next morning, Xia ruofei asked Lei Hu to prepare the company’s Mercedes – Benz in advance. He 

drove away from Taoyuan farm at around nineo’ clock. 

He mainly considered the fact that he was going to the villa area of the municipal Committee. The Knight 

XV was too ostentatious, and the pickup truck was obviously not suitable, so he chose the Mercedes – 

Benz, which looked more stable. 

Just as Xia ruofei’s Mercedes – Benz left Taoyuan farm, a black Audi A8 slowly drove out of the municipal 

council compound and headed towards the villa of the municipal council Standing Committee by the 

crescent Lake three kilometers away. 
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Song Qiming was supposed to go to Changping County for research this morning. However, he had an 

appointment with Xia ruofei to treat his daughter Song Wei at home today, so he postponed the trip and 

had a heart – to – Heart talk with the team members in the office. 

Song Qiming ended the conversation at around 9:30 am and returned to the villa with his Secretary, 

Guangzhi Cao. 

The car drove steadily towards the villa area. Song Qiming’s driver, old Zhang, was a Secretary he had 

brought over from the southwest. According to the rules, the Secretary could not be transferred with 

the leader, but the driver was an employee establishment. Moreover, the driver that the leader was 

used to would always be by his side. 

Old Zhang was also a retired motorized infantry soldier. His driving skills were very solid. In addition, he 

came from Cangzhou, the hometown of martial arts. He had been practicing martial arts since he was 

young, so he could also work as song Qiming’s bodyguard. Song Qiming also regarded him highly. 

In contrast, Guangzhi Cao, who was sitting in the front passenger seat, was a little excited and nervous. 

It was not his first time going to song Qiming’s Villa. Ever since he was selected and transferred to be 

song Qiming’s Secretary, he had to send song Qiming home every day. On the day song Qiming’s wife 

and daughter came to San Shan, he had to go to the airport with them to pick them up. Also, that was 

the first time he had dinner at song Qiming’s house. 

However, Guangzhi Cao was still nervous. He knew that Secretary song had come home for a private 

matter. Song Qiming still brought him along, which meant that the Secretary was gradually treating him 

as one of his own. 

Perhaps it was because of what Xia ruofei had said on the phone yesterday, but Guangzhi Cao 

subconsciously felt that it had something to do with Xia ruofei, so he felt a little more grateful to Xia 

ruofei. 

The villa area of the municipal Standing Committee was located by the crescent Lake, not far from the 

municipal compound. The car quickly drove into the villa area and slowly drove to the entrance of villa 

number one. 



In fact, due to the urgency of the transfer order, and the fact that Tian Huilan had gone to the capital to 

take up her post without staying in San Shan, the villa she lived in had not been vacated in time. 

The administrative Bureau had temporarily tidied up a vacant villa that was of the same specifications as 

Tian Huilan’s Villa. They had added furniture and appliances for song Qiming’s use. 

However, song Qiming was now the Secretary, so the villa he was living in was naturally villa number 

one. 

Guangzhi Cao put his thoughts aside and quickly got out of the car to open the door for song Qiming. 

After song Qiming got out of the car, Guangzhi Cao followed him with his briefcase. Zhang, the driver, 

didn’t get out of the car. He parked the car in the parking lot and waited. 

When they heard the sound of the car, the housekeeping staff arranged by the organization, Xiao Luo, 

had already opened the door. As soon as song Qiming entered, she immediately handed him a pair of 

slippers. 

Song Qiming brought Guangzhi Cao into the house. A curvaceous and graceful woman was sitting on the 

sofa in the living room. Song Qiming asked as soon as he entered,””Liyun, where’s Wei Wei?” 

The woman was song Qiming’s wife, Fang Liyun. She said,””He’s in the room upstairs!” 
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“Hello, aunt Fang!” Guangzhi Cao greeted her as well. 

With a smile on her face, Fang Liyun said,”Little Cao is here too! Come and sit for a while!” 

“Thank you, Auntie!” Guangzhi Cao quickly said. 

“Xiao Cao, sit down and drink some water. Then, go to the entrance of the neighborhood with old Zhang 

to pick up Xiao Xia. I’ve arranged to meet him at Teno’ clock. He should be here soon,” song Qiming said. 

Guangzhi Cao then realized that the Secretary had pushed back his original schedule to meet Xia ruofei. 

“Secretary, you don’t have to drink the water. I’ll go over now,” he said hurriedly. 

“It’s still early!”Fang Liyun laughed. There’s no hurry ... Little Cao, come, come, drink some water. The 

weather in the three mountains is too hot ...” 

Fang Liyun had been living in the southwest with song Qiming. She had seen the power of the new 

furnace city the moment she arrived in Sanshan, so she stayed in her air – conditioned room all day and 

did not dare to go out. 

Guangzhi Cao quickly took the cup and said,””Thank you, Auntie!” 

He hurriedly took two sips and said,””Secretary, I’ll go wait for ruofei at the door!” 

“Mm! Go!” Song Qiming nodded. 

Guangzhi Cao said goodbye to Fang Liyun and left the villa. 



He called the driver, old Zhang, and drove the Audi to the entrance of the community. First, he told the 

armed police at the gate that Secretary song’s visitor would be coming in a while. Then, he stood at the 

gate and waited. 

The summer in Sanshan was very hot. The sun was already very bright at 9:00 in the morning. Guangzhi 

Cao was already covered in sweat. Zhang called him a few times and asked him to wait in the air – 

conditioned car, but he refused with a smile. 

Guangzhi Cao was worried that he did not notice Xia ruofei immediately. 

When he found out that Xia ruofei was coming over today, he was even more certain that the Secretary 

had brought him along because of Xia ruofei. He was eager to have a chance to show his sincerity. 

Guangzhi Cao waited under the scorching sun for a while before Xia ruofei’s Mercedes – Benz arrived at 

the entrance of the villa district. 
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Xia ruofei could see Guangzhi standing under the sun on a sunny day from afar. He kept looking into the 

distance, and it was hard not to notice him. 

Xia ruofei stopped the car in front of the No – go line, rolled down the window, and waved at Guangzhi 

Cao. 

Guangzhi Cao finally saw Xia ruofei. He quickly signaled the armed police to let him in, then jogged to 

the front passenger seat of Xia ruofei’s car and got in. 

On the other side, old Zhang also started the Audi. 

“Just follow that Audi in front, ruofei,” said Guangzhi Cao. 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei stepped on the accelerator and the car started moving slowly. He smiled and 

said,”brother Cao, why didn’t you avoid the sun? Wouldn’t I be committing a huge sin if I get a heat 

stroke?” 

“I’ve only just arrived,”Guangzhi Cao said with a smile. 

Xia ruofei glanced at Guangzhi Cao’s shirt, which was almost soaked in sweat. He smiled but did not say 

anything. 

Soon, the two cars arrived at Villa No. 1 one after another. 

The moment Xia ruofei got out of the car, he saw song Qiming personally waiting at the entrance of the 

villa. He quickly walked up to him and called out,””Secretary song!” 

Song Qiming smiled kindly and said,””Little Xia, you’ve worked hard!” 

“You’re welcome, Secretary song. ” Xia ruofei didn’t waste any time on small talk and said,”let’s go in 

and see the patient!” 

“Yes, yes, yes, let’s go in!” Song Qiming said quickly. 



The three of them walked into the villa. Xia ruofei asked,””Secretary song, where is the patient?” 

“She was in the room upstairs just now.” Song Qiming smiled and said,”I’ve already asked my wife to go 

up and get her ...” 

As soon as song Qiming finished his sentence, Fang Liyun exclaimed from upstairs,”Weiwei! Wei Wei! 

Wei Wei, what’s wrong ...” 

Song Qiming and Xia ruofei’s expressions changed at the same time. They took two quick steps and ran 

upstairs. 
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Xia ruofei was young and strong, so he was naturally faster than song Qiming. 

He ran up the stairs, followed by Guangzhi Cao. Guangzhi Cao followed song Qiming. 

Soon, Xia ruofei arrived at the door of Song Wei’s room. He saw a woman squatting on the ground with 

a young girl in her 23s or 24s in her arms. 

The girl was wearing a light blue dress and had long hair that fell over her shoulders. Her eyes were 

closed and her face was pale. Her skin was as white as white jade and flawless. She had an exquisite oval 

face and her facial features were very delicate and soft. Her two faint black eyebrows made her entire 

person exude a classical beauty. 

The woman was naturally song Qiming’s wife, Fang Liyun, and the unconscious girl was song Qiming’s 

precious daughter, Song Wei. 

Xia ruofei quickly took two steps forward. He had no time to greet Fang Liyun and reached out to feel 

Song Wei’s pulse. 

Song Qiming and Cao Guangzhi were already at the door. Fang Liyun was in a daze and she 

shouted,””Song, Weiwei ... She fainted again ...” 

After all, song Qiming was an old man. He had used up a lot of energy just now, so he was panting 

heavily. However, he was still calm. 

“Liyun, don’t be nervous. Let Xia take a look first,” song Qiming said calmly. 

Only then did Fang Liyun notice the young man who had rushed over to check Song Wei’s pulse. She 

quickly said,”Doctor Xia, please check on Weiwei ...” 

Guangzhi Cao’s eyes narrowed when he heard Fang Liyun call Xia ruofei “doctor Xia”. 

His understanding of Xia ruofei was limited to the fact that Xia ruofei had opened a very famous 

agricultural and agricultural products company in the southeast province. In addition, he seemed to 

have a wide network of connections, and even Secretary song took good care of him. 

Guangzhi Cao did not expect Xia ruofei to be so skilled in medicine. Even Secretary song’s family had 

invited him to treat Song Wei. 



Xia ruofei was feeling Song Wei’s pulse with his eyes closed. After Fang Liyun interrupted him, Xia ruofei 

opened his eyes and said with a pleasant expression,””Auntie, don’t be nervous. Let me check on Song 

Wei first.” 

“Liyun, please be quiet. Don’t disturb RUO Fei,” song Qiming quickly said. 

“Okay, okay, okay. I won’t say anything, I won’t say anything ...” Fang Liyun said hurriedly. 

Xia ruofei asked Fang Liyun to lay Song Wei flat and asked her to wait at the side. 
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After Song Wei laid flat on the floor, her chest appeared even more perky. Through the light blue dress, 

one could even see a touch of pink. Xia ruofei’s eyes quickly shifted away. 

Luckily, song Qiming, his wife, and Guangzhi Cao were too anxious to notice it. 

Xia ruofei quickly cleared his mind and put his hand on Song Wei’s wrist again. 

Xia ruofei was no longer a rookie in Chinese medicine. His brain had long surpassed that of ordinary 

people. After a lot of theoretical study, he was able to draw parallels by analogy. His actual medical skills 

were not weaker than ordinary doctors. 

After taking her pulse, Xia ruofei could feel that there was no obvious sign of illness. Although it was 

more stable than the average person, it was still very strong. 

“No wonder even the best Chinese medical practitioner couldn’t find a cure ...” Xia ruofei thought to 

himself. 

Song Wei’s pulse could barely be considered as liver Qi going against the flow. However, it was very 

weak. Xia ruofei guessed that this was not the cause of the illness. It was because after this encounter, 

Song Wei had suffered a certain shock. In addition, the cause of the illness could not be found. It was 

caused by her depressed mood. 

Xia ruofei’s medical skills were not as good as the Chinese medical doctor ‘S. He only took her pulse 

because he wanted to feel Song Wei’s condition. 

After knowing that he couldn’t find anything, Xia ruofei immediately reached into his bag and took out a 

small bottle of diluted solution from the space. 

To song Qiming and the others, Xia ruofei had just taken out a small porcelain bottle from his bag. 

Xia ruofei opened the lid of the porcelain bottle and turned his head.”Aunty, please come and help Song 

Wei up.” 

“Alright, alright!” Fang Liyun quickly replied. 

She knelt on the ground and lifted Song Wei’s upper body. She let Song Wei lean on her legs and 

supported Song Wei’s back with her hands so that Song Wei was in a half – lying position with her head 

up. 



Xia ruofei reached out and pinched Song Wei’s cheek. The smooth touch made Xia ruofei’s heart skip a 

beat. He calmed himself down and used some force. Song Wei, who was unconscious, opened her 

cherry – like mouth unconsciously. 

Xia ruofei quickly moved the porcelain bottle closer and carefully fed half a bottle of the petal solution. 

Then, Xia ruofei stood up and said,””Aunty, please hold on for a little longer and maintain this position. 

Song Wei should wake up soon.” 

Xia ruofei was worried that Song Wei did not have any reaction from swallowing the flower petal while 

she was unconscious. There was still some flower petal solution in her throat. If she laid it flat now, she 

would easily cough. 

He was very confident in the effectiveness of the petal solution. He believed that it would take effect 

soon and Song Wei should be able to wake up. 

“Alright! Thank you, doctor Xia. ” Fang Liyun said. 

“You’re welcome,”Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Then, he stood up and asked song Qiming,””Secretary song, how long has Song Wei been in a coma? 

How’s the frequency?” 
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“She fell unconscious for the first time two months ago, and the frequency of fainting is getting higher 

and higher ...” Song Qiming quickly replied. 

Song Qiming could not help but frown. He looked worried and continued,””In the first month, she 

fainted twice, but this month ... Including today, it’s the fourth time. The last time she fainted was four 

days ago ...” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,””Looks like it’s getting more and more serious.” 

Fang Liyun, who had been maintaining a half – squatting position, also asked,”Doctor Xia, do you have 

any way to treat Weiwei’s condition?” 

Xia ruofei smiled. Just as he was about to speak, Song Wei’s eyelashes suddenly moved. She frowned 

and let out a long sigh. She slowly opened her eyes. 

Fang Liyun’s eyes turned red and she quickly shouted,””Wei Wei, Wei Wei, you’re awake! Do you know? 

You fainted again just now, and you scared mom to death ...” 

Song Wei shook her head lightly, her face revealing a trace of confusion and helplessness. 

Yesterday, she knew that her father had hired another doctor for her today. In the morning, she was 

resting in her room. When she heard her mother calling her at the door, she got up and walked out. She 

didn’t expect that after taking two steps, she felt her vision go black and then she lost consciousness. 



If I’m not wrong, this should be the fourth time she’s fainted this month, right? Song Wei sighed to 

herself. She felt that she was slowly following in the footsteps of the male archeologists. She did not 

know when she would fall into the endless darkness and never wake up again. 

So far, there had been no progress in all the treatments and examinations. What happened to the male 

team members today would be Song Wei’s tomorrow. 

Death wasn’t scary. What was scary was the process of sliding towards death step by step. It was 

especially so when one clearly knew where the problem was but couldn’t stop this process at all. It felt 

like one’s life was counting down every day. This kind of situation was the most terrifying. 

Even though Song Wei was an independent girl, she still felt helpless in this situation. 

Although song Qiming was also looking at his daughter with concern, he still noticed something. This 

time, her daughter was in a coma for a much shorter time than the last time. 

The first time Song Wei was unconscious, it lasted for about five minutes. After that, the duration of her 

unconsciousness became longer and longer. Four days ago, she took a full 15 minutes before she woke 

up. 

Today, from the moment they entered the house to Fang Liyun’s exclamation, to Xia ruofei running 

upstairs to save her, and then to Song Wei waking up, the entire process only took about four to five 

minutes. It was much shorter than the last time. 

Song Qiming immediately realized that this must have something to do with the medicine that Xia ruofei 

had fed Song Wei. 

Song Qiming was suddenly filled with hope. If the medicine was effective, did that mean that Xia ruofei 

had a way to cure Song Wei’s poison? 
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Song Qiming looked at Xia ruofei with a burning gaze and asked,””Ruofei, after taking your medicine, 

Wei Wei’s unconscious period has shortened significantly. You must have a way to get rid of the poison 

in her body, right?” 

Fang Liyun immediately realized this and quickly said to Xia ruofei,””Ruofei, you have to save Weiwei ... 

You ... Do you have any more of that potion?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Secretary song, Auntie, I’ve done a preliminary examination. The poison in 

the patient’s body is very well hidden, but at the same time, it’s very dangerous. It’s indeed quite tricky. 

However, I already have a preliminary idea of the treatment. I’ll think about it when I go back and 

perfect it. Then, I’ll make the medicine and send it to you!” 

It was an emergency just now, so Xia ruofei had used the spirit Heart Flower petal solution. He could 

only take out the pill concocted by Xia Qing when it was time for actual treatment. 

Otherwise, it would not make sense for him to prepare the right medicine without even seeing the 

patient. 



“Okay, okay, then I’ll have to trouble you!” Song Qiming said quickly. 

Song Wei only noticed Xia ruofei then. Her beautiful eyes were filled with curiosity. She was surprised to 

see that the doctor her father mentioned yesterday was so young! 

Xia ruofei was not a luxurious person. He always put cleanliness and comfort as his top priority. Today, 

he was wearing a simple T – Shirt, jeans and white canvas shoes. They were not branded and did not 

cost more than a thousand Yuan. 

However, he had absorbed the petals of the spirit Heart Flower in the early stages, and later on, he had 

continued to drink the body tempering soup and the spirit nurturing soup. His entire temperament had 

unconsciously become transcendent. 

Her refreshing short hair, a simple T – Shirt, jeans, and white canvas shoes gave people a very 

comfortable and intimate feeling. 

Song Wei couldn’t help but look at Xia ruofei a few more times. After all, even the Chinese medicine 

master from yesterday could not do anything about the poison in her body. Her father had actually 

invited him to treat her today. This meant that he must have real skills. 

However, since when did China have such a young Chinese medicine expert? 

Archeologists were always curious about everything. Hence, Song Wei was already curious about Xia 

ruofei. 

The poison in her body acted up without any warning. She was fine one moment, but she would 

suddenly lose consciousness the next. However, when she woke up, she would be like a normal person. 

Even the most advanced equipment could not detect any abnormalities. 
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Song Wei tidied her clothes and walked to Xia ruofei. She smiled and said,”Doctor Xia, thank you for 

saving me ...” 

Xia ruofei was not as flattered or nervous as the others when he was faced with a beautiful woman with 

a classical aura and the little princess of a provincial official. 

He only smiled faintly and said,””You’re welcome. Actually, even if I didn’t do anything, you would still 

wake up. It’s just that it would take a little longer. ” 

Song Wei’s eyes were filled with anticipation. She looked at Xia ruofei and asked,””Doctor Xia, do you 

really have a way to get rid of the poison in my body? I ... Could lose consciousness at any time, and I 

might never wake up again. This kind of life is really too torturous ...” 

Xia ruofei said seriously,”to be honest, I’m not absolutely sure. However, I already have an idea. I can 

only say that I’ll try my best.” 



Song Qiming quickly said,”ruofei, just try your best. Weiwei’s condition is very complicated. Even many 

experts in 301 Hospital are helpless. We’ve tried many methods in Chinese medicine, but none of them 

worked. So, don’t be stressed.” 

“That’s right, that’s right,” Fang Liyun chimed in,”doctor Xia, no matter what the result is, we’re very 

grateful to you!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.”Relax. Don’t keep thinking about this. It’s good for your recovery.” 

Xia ruofei was talking to Song Wei. 

Song Wei gently nodded and said,”I know, thank you ...” 

She sighed in her heart. This kind of pain of walking step by step towards death, this kind of helplessness 

of knowing that there was a bottomless abyss not far away but still involuntarily moving forward, how 

could people who had never experienced it understand? 

Song Wei did not have much hope for Xia ruofei. In fact, she had already experienced the process of 

anxiety, disappointment, reignited hope, and finally, complete despair. Now, even she did not dare to 

hope that her condition would improve. 

Song Wei could only stay at home every day. Other than watching movies and TV shows on the internet, 

she also kept in touch with her friends in the archeological team through social software so that she 

could find out about the situation of the two team members who had been poisoned. 

Their condition was also developing rapidly. One of them had already fallen into a deep coma. According 

to the condition of the team member who died first, this one would probably only be able to hold on for 

about a week. 

In fact, among song Qiming’s family, Fang Liyun and Song Wei did not have much confidence in Xia 

ruofei. Song Qiming, on the other hand, was still hoping for a miracle because of elder song. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Secretary song, Auntie Fang, I’ll leave this half bottle of medicine to you. Remember, 

only take it when the patient faints again.” 

“Okay, okay. Thank you, Dr. Xia.” Fang Liyun quickly took the small porcelain bottle and held it in her 

arms like a treasure. 
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Xia ruofei said,”I’ll go back first. If everything goes well, I should be able to prepare the medicine in two 

or three days. I’ll come back then.” 

“Ah?” song Qiming quickly replied. Ruofei, it’s almost time for dinner, let’s eat before you leave!” 

“Yeah, yeah!” Fang Liyun immediately agreed. I’ve already asked little Luo to prepare it. It’s just a simple 

meal!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and shook his head.””Saving a life is like putting out a fire. I’d better hurry up and make 

the medicine ...” 
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“This ...” Song Qiming could not help but feel awkward. 

From the bottom of his heart, he definitely hoped that Xia ruofei would come up with the medicine as 

soon as possible. However, it was almost lunchtime, and Xia ruofei had come all the way here to treat 

his daughter. He didn’t even ask her to stay for a meal. It was unreasonable. 

However, Song Wei was even more carefree. She smiled and said,”Dad, since doctor Xia said so, let him 

go back! There will be many more opportunities to thank him in the future!” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”That’s right. I’d better get down to business first. The earlier I can relieve Song 

Wei’s pain, the earlier you guys can be at ease!” 

Then, Xia ruofei smiled and said,””By the way, Auntie, Song Wei, please don’t call me Doctor Xia. I’m not 

a full – time Doctor. You can just call me by my name. It’s more intimate.” 

Although elder song had personally helped Xia ruofei to get his medical license, Xia ruofei was not a 

doctor. He felt weird when Fang Liyun and Song Wei called him “doctor Xia”. 

Song Qiming could not help but laugh.”Right, right, right, we’re all on the same side, so it’s too distant to 

call each other that! In the future, everyone will call you Ruo Fei. Also, ruofei, stop calling me Secretary 

song. I’m older than your parents, so you can just call me uncle song!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,””Alright, uncle song!” 

Although song Qiming was the Deputy Secretary of the southeast Provincial Party Committee and the 

Secretary of the political committee of Sanshan city, Xia ruofei even addressed elder song’s son, song 

Zhengping, as ‘uncle song’. Moreover, song Qiming was only elder song’s distant nephew. 

Speaking of which, Xia ruofei already had a few “uncles song”. It was not a big deal to have one more 

song Qiming. 

Song Qiming laughed happily.”Alright, alright, alright. Ruofei, I won’t keep you any longer. I’ll leave 

Weiwei’s matter to you!” 

“Don’t worry, uncle song. I will do my best. ” Xia ruofei said. 

Song Qiming’s family personally sent Xia ruofei to the entrance of the villa. They only returned to the 

villa after watching Xia ruofei drive away. 

Song Qiming seemed to be in a good mood. He smiled and said,””Little Cao, you and old Zhang should 

stay for lunch! Your Auntie prepared a lot of good food for RUO Fei, he’s not lucky enough to enjoy it!” 

Guangzhi Cao was flattered and quickly said,”Thank you, Secretary!” 

Song Wei was a quiet girl. She told her parents, nodded at Guangzhi Cao, and went back to her room. 



Song Qiming asked Cao Guangzhi and uncle Zhang to sit down in the living room. Fang Liyun poured a 

cup of tea for song Qiming. Cao Guangzhi quickly stood up and took the cup from Fang Liyun. He 

carefully placed it on the coffee table in front of song Qiming. 
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When he saw Fang Liyun pouring water for him and uncle Zhang, he quickly said,””Auntie, don’t be busy. 

I’ll do it!” 

Guangzhi Cao was a good Secretary. Even though he was in song Qiming’s house, he was still very busy 

and made sure that he had enough service. 

In comparison, the driver, Zhang, who had been with song Qiming for many years, was much more 

comfortable. He sat upright on the sofa, not as nervous as Guangzhi Cao. 

Song Qiming’s brows relaxed a lot. He smiled and started chatting with Guangzhi Cao and Zhang. 

Song Qiming had just been appointed to the position, so he only knew Guangzhi on the surface. Song 

Qiming took the opportunity to ask about Guangzhi Cao’s family and his lover’s child. 

Guangzhi Cao was flattered, but he had been dealing with mechanisms for many years, so he responded 

appropriately. 

Guangzhi Cao knew very well that as a Secretary of a leader, it wasn’t nice to flatter too much. The key 

was to leave an impression that he was neither humble nor overbearing, that he was reliable and 

trustworthy. 

Obviously, Guangzhi Cao’s performance wasn’t bad. Song Qiming was in a good mood today, so he was 

quite satisfied with Guangzhi Cao. He nodded to himself. 

Fang Liyun, on the other hand, was still unsure. She sat on the side and waited for song Qiming and 

Guangzhi to finish their conversation before she interrupted,”Old song, do you think RUO Fei really has a 

way to deal with Wei Wei? Many famous doctors have ...” 

Song Qiming frowned and said,”Liyun, ruofei is different from other young people. Even the chief 

admires his medical skills. The chief personally gave me some advice this time. That’s why I invited 

ruofei over. Since he said that he has a plan for treatment, there must be hope!” 

Song Qiming was very certain. 

Fang Liyun’s mouth was wide open in shock. She seemed to have lost her composure. 

She knew very well that song Qiming would only address one person as ‘chief’, and that was elder song. 

Even the highly respected old chief had personally recommended Xia ruofei. Song Qiming had never 

mentioned this to her before. When she first heard about it, she could not help but be shocked. 

Fang Liyun quickly replied,”Since the chief personally recommended him, there shouldn’t be any 

problems ...” 



Fang Liyun and song Qiming’s respect for elder song was even greater than that of his biological 

children. They believed in his words without a doubt. 

Song Qiming nodded slightly and said,””Yes, the Bureau chief and ruofei have told me that ruofei hopes 

to keep a low profile when it comes to medical skills. Otherwise, there will be an endless stream of 

people who come to him for treatment. He’ll be annoyed to death. So, you just have to keep this in mind 

and don’t let anyone know!” 
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“I know, I know, I won’t spread it out,” Fang Liyun quickly replied. 

Song Qiming turned to Guangzhi Cao and Zhang.””You guys too, just keep this matter to yourself.” 

“Understood, Secretary song,” uncle Zhang replied immediately. 

Guangzhi Cao’s heart was also surging, and he quickly said, “I’ll remember that, Secretary. Don’t worry, I 

won’t say anything. ” 

…… 

After Xia ruofei left song Qiming’s house, he drove back to Taoyuan farm. 

Because of the thirty times time flow, Xia Qing had already prepared the fifty pills that Xia ruofei 

needed. 

However, Xia ruofei did not plan to take it out so quickly. 

Firstly, Song Wei had just fainted once. According to the usual pattern, the poison would only act up 

after a few days. Furthermore, he had left half a bottle of spirit Heart Flower petal solution for song 

Qiming. Even if Song Wei fainted again, she would not be in any danger. 

Secondly, the poison was so difficult to deal with. It was a little unreasonable to take out the right 

treatment medicine so quickly. It would be more credible to give the pills to song Qiming and the others 

after a few days. 

When Xia ruofei returned to the farm, Hu Zi’s mother had just finished preparing lunch. He, Hu Zi’s 

mother, and Lin Qiao had lunch together and returned to his room. He took out his phone and was 

about to contact President Lin of Tongren Hall. 

“President Xia!” Mr. Lin was very enthusiastic. He said with a smile,”is there a new iron Kaede bucket?” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”CEO Lin, there’s still a long way to go before we can get the goods.” Aren’t 

you a little too impatient?” 

President Lin said, a little embarrassed,””President Xia, it’s mainly because your company’s iron – 

skinned Kaede is selling so well. We have so many stores all over the country, and every time the goods 

arrive, we give everyone a share. It’s sold out in a few days. I didn’t know that there were so many rich 

people in China. As long as the goods are good, they don’t even blink when they spend money!” 



“Isn’t that good?” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”the more rich people there are, the more we earn. 

Furthermore, these nourishing herbs are all consumables. The better the efficacy, the more returning 

customers we will have!” 

“Isn’t it? Those regular customers are urging me to get the goods every day. ” President Lin said,”we’ve 

already sold out all our stock. Where would we have any more for them!” 

“Hahaha! This is a happy problem ...”Xia ruofei said.” But I can’t help you, President Lin. Our raw 

material production is limited. We’ve already done our best to maintain the current supply cycle and 

scale!” 
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Actually, Xia ruofei had reserved some goods. However, their company’s online store was about to be 

relaunched. How could they not reserve some of the best goods? Therefore, it was absolutely 

impossible to give this stock to President Lin. 

CEO Lin knew that Xia ruofei had the final say. As long as Xia ruofei supplied the goods according to the 

contract, he would not be able to find any fault with it. Hence, he could only complain. 

“Director Xia,” President Lin said with a smile,”since it’s not about the iron Kaede fight, there must be 

other opportunities to make a fortune for me?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”didn’t you tell me about the aweto last time ...” 

“Wormgrass?” President Lin suddenly became energetic and said quickly,”President Xia, Tongren Hall 

will buy all the wormgrass you have! We can follow the old rules and use your brand and packaging. Our 

Tongren Hall will provide the channel and only collect a certain sales share. ” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.”President Lin, you don’t even know the quality of my wormgrass, and 

you’re in such a hurry to be the agent?” 

President Lin chuckled and said,”brother Xia, when has your paradise Corporation ever produced 

anything of low quality?” I have confidence in you, brother Xia!” 

Xia ruofei had a faint smile on his face.””Mr. Lin, I’ve used almost all of my channels after you 

mentioned it last time. I’ve finally found some clues recently. I’ve brought back some samples these past 

two days, so I’d like to ask you and the experts from Tongren Hall to help identify it and estimate the 

price.” 

When President Lin heard this, he said without hesitation,””No problem! President Xia, I’ll book a ticket 

immediately and fly over in the afternoon ...” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, then he laughed and said,””President Lin, this ... We’re not in such 

a hurry, are we? You can come over whenever you’re free ...” 

“My brother Xia!” President Lin said. You’re not in a hurry, but I ‘m! I have a feeling that this is another 

super high – Quality source, I don’t want others to get it first!” 

“Brother Xia, let’s talk when we meet,” President Lin said.”I’ll book the plane ticket first ...” 



“AI! Mr. Lin, remember to tell me the flight number ...” 

Xia ruofei was only halfway through his sentence when he heard the busy toot from the phone. Xia 

ruofei could not help but smile bitterly. He could imagine CEO Lin’s flustered look. 

However, since President Lin was so enthusiastic, Xia ruofei could not stop him from coming. Hence, he 

sent him a WeChat message and asked him to send him the flight number after booking the ticket so 

that he could arrange for someone to pick him up. 

Within a few minutes, Xia ruofei received the flight information from CEO Lin. It was a flight at 1:30 p.m. 

And would arrive at San Shan at around 3 p.m. 

Hence, Xia ruofei forwarded the flight details to Lei Hu and gave him a call to ask him to pick her up at 

the airport on time. 

It was not Lei Hu’s first time picking up CEO Lin. Everyone already knew each other, so Xia ruofei did not 

have to give him any special instructions. 

Xia ruofei took a short break in the afternoon and walked slowly to the company’s general office 

building at threeo’ clock. Lin Qiao had already come to work by then. Compared to the diligent intern, 

Xia ruofei was too lazy as a boss. 

However, everyone was already used to Xia ruofei’s style. On the contrary, if Xia ruofei went to work 

and left work on time, the employees would find it very strange. 

Xia ruofei sat in his office for a while before he received a call from Lei Hu, telling him that the car was 

about to reach the farm. 

Hence, Xia ruofei got up and went downstairs. After waiting for a minute or two, the black Mercedes – 

Benz from the company arrived in front of the building. 

President Lin did not wait for Lei Hu to open the door for him. He pushed the door open and got out of 

the car. Then, he walked quickly towards Xia ruofei and extended his hand from afar. He said 

enthusiastically,”Brother Xia, why did you come down personally to wait for me? I don’t deserve it, I 

don’t deserve it!” 

“Mr. Lin,” Xia ruofei said with a smile,”you’ve come all the way here to help me. It’s only right that I 

come to welcome you.” 

Then, Xia ruofei gave a friendly nod to the person behind President Lin. This time, President Lin had 

brought the old Chinese medical doctor with the surname Huang. Everyone was familiar with each 

other. 

After some small talk, Xia ruofei invited Mr. Lin and Dr. Huang to his office. 

“Brother Xia, where are the wormgrass?” As soon as President Lin entered the door, he said 

impatiently,”let us open our eyes first!” 

Xia ruofei had wanted to make them a cup of tea, but seeing how anxious CEO Lin was, he smiled and 

put down the cup. He walked to the safe in the corner, entered the password, and verified his 

fingerprint. Then, he took out the small plastic arranging box that he had put in the afternoon. 



There were about 600 pieces of high – Quality aweto inside. 

Xia ruofei opened the lid and pushed the small plastic box in front of director Lin and doctor Huang. He 

smiled and said,””You two, I’ll have to trouble you to help me take a good look at the price of this 

aweto.” 

When Mr. Lin and Dr. Huang’s eyes fell on the small box of Cordyceps, their eyes immediately widened, 

and their faces revealed a look of disbelief ... 
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Mr. Lin and Dr. Huang were stunned for a few seconds before they pounced over at the same time. They 

grabbed the small plastic box and carefully took out a few Cordyceps sinensis for a closer look. 

Especially doctor Huang, who was wearing reading glasses. His hands trembled slightly as he repeatedly 

observed the wormgrass in his hand. In the end, he even put it under his nose and sniffed it deeply. He 

couldn’t help but show an intoxicated look. 

Xia ruofei sat down on the office chair behind the office desk and looked at the two with a faint smile on 

his face. 

Mr. Lin’s and Dr. Xia’s reactions were within Xia ruofei’s expectations. He had a basic idea of where the 

Cordyceps that was produced in the realm was. 

After a while, Mr. Lin and Dr. Huang put the wormgrass back into the plastic box. They looked at each 

other and Mr. Lin finally said,””Brother Xia, you’ve given me a big surprise ... No, it’s a shock! This 

product of yours is really too scary ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”Mr. Lin, if these were just ordinary herbs, Tongren Hall wouldn’t be 

interested in them!” How was it? My samples are good enough for you, right?” 

President Lin smiled bitterly and said,”brother Xia!” What you said is like a slap in the face ... I’ve been in 

the business for so many years and have seen a lot of precious herbs, but this is the first time I’ve seen 

such a top quality wormgrass. ” 

Dr. Huang added,”what’s more, the quality of this batch of wormgrass is very average. None of them are 

small. This means that the overall quality is very high!” 

“Yes, yes!” President Lin asked with hope,”brother Xia, has the same quality wormgrass been mass – 

produced?” 

Xia ruofei smiled noncommittally. He did not answer President Lin’s question directly but 

asked,””President Lin, Dr. Huang, based on your experience, what is the market price of aweto of this 

quality?” 

President Lin smiled bitterly and said,”brother Xia, you’ve really given me a difficult problem!” Elder 

Huang, you talk to President Xia!” 



Dr. Huang took off her reading glasses and said,”Mr. Xia, the current market price is like this. There are 

about 2000 pieces of level – one grass per kilogram. Depending on the quality, the price is between 

300000 and 350000. However, the specifications of your batch of wormgrass are comparable to level – 

one grass ...” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”I’ve weighed them after they were made into dried grass. There are about 1200 

pieces per kilogram.” 

Even though the experienced director Lin and doctor Huang had a rough idea after seeing the 

wormgrass, they still couldn’t help but exclaim when Xia ruofei confirmed it. 

Dr. Huang thought for a moment and said,”Mr. Xia, the price of special grade wormgrass ranges from 

400000 to 500000, but the largest one I’ve seen is only 1500 wormgrass per kilogram. Yours has 1200 

wormgrass, and the quality is very pure. I believe the medicinal analysis results must be quite good. It’s 

not easy to judge the price ...” 

“Brother Xia,” President Lin said,”I personally feel that ... This grade of wormgrass is priced at six to 

seven hundred thousand Yuan per kilogram. There will definitely be rich people fighting to buy it!” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Okay. With Mr. Lin and Dr. Huang’s judgment, I have a rough idea. Thank you!” 
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Then, Xia ruofei laughed and said,””Come, come, come, have some tea. I’ve already asked the 

restaurant to prepare dinner. Let’s have a few cups of tea tonight!” 

Xia ruofei picked up the plastic lid of the small plastic tidying box and was ready to put the worm grass 

away. 

“Brother Xia, wait!” President Lin called out after a moment of hesitation. 

Xia ruofei stopped and asked in confusion,””Is there anything else, President Lin?” 

President Lin smiled a little embarrassedly and said,””Brother Xia, these ... Samples, can you ... Can you 

sell them to our Tongren Hall?” 

Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows in surprise and smiled.””There’s only about 500 grams in total. You’re 

willing to accept such a small amount?” 

“It’s a dereliction of my duty as a manager if I don’t take such good wormgrass to Tongren Hall!” 

President Lin said half – jokingly,”brother Xia, you can’t be reluctant, right?” 

In fact, when he saw these aweto, President Lin already had the intention to buy them. 

As he had said, it was the first time he had seen such high – Quality wormgrass in his many years of 

business. Although there was not a large amount, it could be used as the shop’s signature. 

These wormgrass, through exquisite packaging, could be made into at least 10 to 20 gift boxes. If they 

were placed in an eye – catching position in Qiantang Tongren Hall, it would be a symbol of the 

company’s strength! 



Xia ruofei waved his hand indifferently and said,””What’s there to be reluctant about? I just thought 

that the business was too small and I thought that President Lin wouldn’t be interested! Since you want 

it, I’ll sell it to you!” 

“That’s great!”President Lin was overjoyed. Thank you, brother Xia! After we take this batch of 

wormgrass back, we’ll take one or two samples and send them to the authorities to test the medicinal 

properties. This way, when you can supply them in bulk in the future, you’ll have a more specific 

reference standard for pricing. ” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”sure, thank you, CEO Lin.” 

“It’s no trouble, not at all!”President Lin quickly said. 
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“Our President Lin would love to have more trouble like this!” Dr. Huang joined in the fun. 

“Elder Huang is right, brother Xia!” President Lin laughed. In the future, if you encounter such ‘trouble’, 

you must consider me first!” 

“No problem! We’re old friends, so I’m not worried about working together!” Xia ruofei said with a 

smile. 

President Lin thought for a moment and said,”brother Xia, there’s no reference price for this kind of top 

quality wormgrass at the moment. Let’s make it 700000 Yuan per kilogram!” How many do you have in 

total?” 

“The weight we measured was about 490 grams. Mr. Lin, you can use a more sophisticated weighing 

tool when we trade ...” Xia ruofei said. 

“No need, no need!” President Lin quickly said,”the price of 700000 Yuan is already a bit conservative. 

Let’s just take 500 grams! How about 350000 Yuan?” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Alright, alright, alright. We’ll do as you say, brother!” 

CEO Lin seemed to be afraid that Xia ruofei would go back on his words. He immediately took out his 

phone and called the staff of Tongren Hall. He asked them to immediately prepare the contract and fax 

it to him according to the price they had just agreed on. He also asked the finance department to 

transfer the money to the peach blossom company’s account in the afternoon. 

Xia ruofei knew that the reason why Lin Jian was so enthusiastic was definitely because he had the idea 

of working with the wormgrass of paradise company in the future. 

Hence, after the deal was settled, Xia ruofei invited Mr. Lin and Dr. Huang to sit at the coffee table. He 

made tea for them and brought up their future cooperation. 

“Mr. Lin, I’m not going to beat around the bush. This batch of wormgrass is just a sample. If we really 

want to supply it in bulk, I’m afraid it will take a few months.” Xia ruofei poured a cup of tea for 

President Lin and said,”if Tongren Hall is interested, we can consider it first.” 



“I’m interested. Of course I’m interested!” President Lin quickly said. 

What a joke, didn’t he rush over here so that he could be the agent for the wormgrass of the Paradise 

company in the future? 

President Lin was also very clear that in theory, authentic Cordyceps sinensis was a natural product, 

including the iron fengdou from before. At first glance, it was also of wild quality, which could not be 

produced by Taoyuan farm at all. 

However, he was a smart person. Xia ruofei had the means and channels to obtain these top quality 

medicinal herbs. He was his most important partner. 

Because of his blind confidence in Xia ruofei, when CEO Lin received the call, he did not even ask about 

the quality of the wormgrass in Xia ruofei’s hands. Instead, he immediately decided to rush to the three 

mountains on the same day. 

As it turned out, Xia ruofei did not disappoint him. In fact, he gave him a big surprise. 
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President Lin continued,”brother Xia, our Tongren Hall’s reputation and channels are the best in the 

country. We’re also old friends. This time, you must let us be the agent for the aweto!” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Don’t worry, Mr. Lin. We’ve had a good time working together. I’ll definitely think of 

you first when I have a new product.” 

At this moment, the fax machine in Xia ruofei’s office, which was in automatic mode, buzzed a few times 

and slowly spat out a few pieces of paper. 

“Brother Xia,” President Lin immediately said,”it must be the contract from our side. Take a look!” 

Xia ruofei stood up and walked to his desk. He picked up the printed paper and looked at it. It was 

indeed from Qiantang Tongren Hall. 

The contract was a fixed format. It was a special document for Tongren Hall to purchase precious 

Chinese medicinal herbs, such as wild ginseng, iron maple, Cordyceps, and so on of a certain age. They 

only needed to fill in the name, grade, weight, unit price, and other parameters of the medicinal herbs 

to be traded in a certain fixed place. 

It was not Xia ruofei’s first time signing such a transfer contract, so he was familiar with it. He quickly 

checked the amount and other important figures, then smiled and nodded. “There’s no problem with 

the contract. ” 

Xia ruofei signed his name and took out the company seal from the drawer to stamp it. 

Then, Xia ruofei called the finance department to inform them that there would be 350 thousand Yuan 

in the account today. 

Xia ruofei passed the signed contract to President Lin. There were two copies of the contract and he 

wanted President Lin to bring it back and stamp it with the Tongren Hall’s seal before sending it back. 



However, with Xia ruofei’s signature and the company seal, the payment could be made at Tongren Hall. 

Ever since he established a close cooperative relationship with the peach blossom company, President 

Lin’s status in Tongren Hall had soared. He could make the decision for a small deal of 350000 Yuan by 

himself. 

President Lin took the contract and handed it to Dr. Huang. Then, he said,””Brother Xia, thank you! This 

... Do you have any thoughts on the sales model for aweto?” 

Xia ruofei smiled faintly.”I’ll have to discuss this with my colleagues. Anyway, we can’t supply the goods 

in bulk for the time being. We’ll talk about the specific issues later!” 

Then, Xia ruofei said seriously,””President Lin, regarding the sales collaboration, I can’t sign any written 

intent with you right now. I can only give you a verbal promise. I hope you can understand.” 

Although he had already succeeded in his experiment at the Archean realm, Xia ruofei was not 100% 

sure that he could replicate such a success in the mountain and sea realm. Even if the possibility of 

failure was very small, Xia ruofei would definitely not sign any agreement with Tongren Hall before he 

actually obtained a large amount of Cordyceps. This included a voluntary agreement. 

President Lin quickly said,”brother Xia’s words are more effective than any agreement!” Since you’ve 

agreed to cooperate with us first, I’m relieved. You don’t have to sign anything in writing!” 

Xia ruofei had the initiative in the cooperation. Even if CEO Lin wanted to sign a written agreement, he 

had no bargaining chips. Besides, he had worked with Xia ruofei more than once and had confidence in 

his reputation. 

Hence, he did not hesitate to praise Xia ruofei so that Xia ruofei would be more embarrassed to go back 

on his words in the future. 

Xia ruofei smiled lightly and beckoned for the two of them to continue making tea. 

That night, Xia ruofei invited Feng Jing, pang Hao, and the rest to the company’s restaurant to entertain 

President Lin and Dr. Huang. 

The next morning, Mr. Lin took the 500 grams of aweto and returned to Qiantang city after bidding Xia 

ruofei farewell. 

For the next two days, Xia ruofei did not rush to contact song Qiming. Instead, he stayed in the company 

to deal with some daily affairs. At night, he entered the spirit map space and continued to practice using 

his spiritual power to construct the complicated rune key. 

Now, Xia ruofei could barely use his spiritual power to carve the entire rune. However, his proficiency 

was far from enough, and the spiritual power he poured into the rune was not stable enough. 

Xia ruofei felt that there were still some minor flaws in the rune he had drawn. Although he could barely 

maintain the rune without it scattering, it was not in its best state. 

Of course, this was largely due to his lack of proficiency. 



Hence, Xia ruofei was not in a hurry to unlock the “v” character. After all, the rune did not operate 

smoothly. If something went wrong during the unlocking process and the Jade talisman was damaged, it 

would not be worth it. 

Besides, Xia ruofei did not feel any sense of urgency when it came to cultivation. Hence, he maintained a 

steady state of mind and took a certain amount of time every day to practice. 

On the third day, Xia ruofei gave song Qiming a call and told him that he had prepared the medicine. 

Song Qiming was overjoyed. He expressed his gratitude and said that he would bring Song Wei to the 

farm personally. 

Xia ruofei quickly declined. If a leader like song Qiming came out, it would definitely alert the leaders at 

all levels. Furthermore, Xia ruofei’s home was on the farm. If that happened, the farm would be 

affected. 

Hence, Xia ruofei decided to send the medicine over himself. 

The two of them agreed to meet at his house at around 10:30 in the morning. Xia ruofei knew that song 

Qiming would definitely want him to stay for lunch. This was human nature, so he smiled and agreed. 

Xia ruofei had asked Lei Hu to drive the company’s Mercedes – Benz over in advance. He left Taoyuan 

farm at around 10 O’ clock and headed to the villa area of the municipal Standing Committee by the 

crescent Lake. 

 


